We analyze the security of elastic block ciphers against key-recovery attacks. An elastic version of a fixed-length block cipher is a variable-length block cipher that supports any block size in the range of one to two times the length of the original block. Our method for creating an elastic block cipher involves inserting the round function of the original cipher into a substitution-permutation network. In this paper, we form a polynomial-time reduction between the elastic and original versions of the cipher by exploiting the underlying network structure. We prove that the elastic version of a cipher is secure against a given key-recovery attack if the original cipher is secure against such an attack. Our analysis is based on the general structure of elastic block ciphers (i.e., the network's structure, the composition methods between rounds in the network and the keying methodology) and is independent of the specific cipher.
Introduction
Elastic block ciphers are variable-length block ciphers created from existing block ciphers [5] . The elastic version of a block cipher supports any block size between one and two times that of the original block length, and results in a computational workload for encryption that is proportional to the actual block size. Our method for creating elastic block ciphers consists of a substitution-permutation network that uses the round function from the existing fixed-length block cipher as a black box. Elastic block ciphers, in turn, can be combined with modes of encryption to support encryption of any size cleartext.
Traditionally, block ciphers are designed to support a specific block size, with the security analysis and design optimized for the supported block size. For a variablelength block cipher, a more general analysis is required to avoid evaluating the cipher separately for each supported block length. Furthermore, for elastic block ciphers it is preferable to be able to analyze the ciphers as a category as opposed to evaluating each one individually against specific attacks to which the fixed-length versions have previously been proven to be immune.
⋆⋆ This work was performed while the author was at Columbia University.
We have extensively analyzed both the underlying structure used to create elastic block ciphers and practical examples of elastic block ciphers. Our analysis has ranged from proving that elastic block ciphers, in theory, provide variable length pseudorandom permutations (PRPs) and strong PRPs to creating and analyzing concrete examples [4] . In this work, we present our analysis of the security of elastic block ciphers against practical attacks. These attacks typically attempt to recover the keys or the round keys of the block cipher. Differential cryptanalysis [3, 7] , linear cryptanalysis [9] and exhaustive search methods are instances of such attacks (but other key-recovery attacks exist [2, 13] ).
We prove, in general, that the elastic version of a block cipher is secure against attacks that attempt to recover key bits if the original, fixed-length version of the cipher is secure against such attacks. Our method is unique in that we show how to convert such an attack on the elastic version directly into an attack on the original version with a polynomially related time complexity. Unlike generic design methodologies, where the component from which security is derived is a well defined black-box building block [6] , our proof requires identifying the presence of a fixed-length instance of the block cipher embedded inside the elastic design even though it is the round function and not the original block cipher in its entirety that is used as a black box. As a result of our proof, if the original cipher is (assumed, shown heuristically, or proven to be) immune to a certain type of attack (such as linear or differential cryptanalysis) then the elastic version is also (respectively assumed, shown heuristically, or proven to be) immune to the attack in the same sense (with polynomially related parameters that we concretely calculate).
The use of the round function of the original block cipher as a black box in the elastic version, together with the methods by which we compose rounds and schedule key material, is what enables us to relate the security of the elastic version of a block cipher directly to the security of the original cipher. Our general approach is motivated by reduction-oriented proofs of security. Such proof techniques are not typical in symmetric-key cryptography, especially in concrete designs (for a survey of proof techniques in this area, see [12] :Chapter 4), and are more common in generic designs that assume strong secure components (e.g., assuming a component is a random function or a pseudorandom function [8] ).
Our elastic block cipher design exploits existing components of a cipher to gain efficiency and avoids using the entire fixed-length cipher as a black-box (as was done in earlier work, [1, 11] ). Thus, it may appear at first that the ability to perform a reductionbased proof is lost. However, the methodology presented in this work demonstrates that even concrete designs that use components of a cipher may resort to reductionlike proof techniques if the components' properties and the composition methods are carefully chosen, even with respect to concrete key-recovery attacks as opposed to only distinguishability attacks, which are more typical in investigations of a formal theoretical nature. To the best of our knowledge, this type of methodology is new in this area. While it is not common in block cipher design, we believe it will be a useful analysis tool in settings that employ cipher components within extended contexts, and may also be of independent interest. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the construction of elastic block ciphers. Section 3 defines the relationship between the security of the elastic version of a block cipher against key recovery attacks to the security of the original cipher against such attacks. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Elastic Block Cipher Review

Overview
We briefly review our method for creating elastic block ciphers [5] . The method converts the encryption and decryption functions of any existing block cipher to accept blocks of size b to 2b bits, where b is the block size of the original block cipher. The general structure of an elastic block cipher is shown in Figure 1 . An elastic version of a block cipher is created by inserting the cycle of the original fixed-length block cipher into the network structure to form the round function of the elastic version. In each round the leftmost b bits are processed by the round function and the rightmost y bits are omitted from the round function. Afterwards, the rightmost y bits are XORed with a subset of the leftmost b bits and the results swapped. This swapping of bits may be omitted after the last round. The number of rounds in the elastic version is set such that the round function is applied to each bit position at least the same number of times as in the fixed-length version. The elastic version also includes initial and end-of-round whitening, and an initial and final key-dependent permutation. The key-dependent permutations are present to prevent an attacker from knowing with a probability of 1 exactly what y bits are omitted from the first application of the round function when encrypting or decrypting. Decryption is performed by applying the network in reverse with the round function of G ′ replaced by its inverse, specifically the inverse of the cycle in G. We use the following notation from the definition of elastic block ciphers [5] throughout the remainder of this paper. Notation:
-G denotes any existing block cipher with a fixed-length block size that is structured as a sequence of rounds. By default, any block cipher that is not structured as a sequence of rounds is viewed as having a single round. -A cycle in G refers to the point at which all b-bits of the block have been processed by the round function of G. For example, if G is a Feistel network, a cycle is the sequence of applying the round function of G to the left and right halves of the b-bit block. In AES [10] , the round function is a cycle. -r denotes the number of cycles in G.
-b denotes the block length of the input to G in bits.
-y is an integer in the range [0, b]. -G ′ denotes the modified G with a (b + y)-bit input for any valid value of y. G ′ will be referred to as the elastic version of G.
-r ′ denotes the number of rounds in G ′ . -The round function of G ′ will refer to one entire cycle of G. -The swap step will refer the step in which the rightmost y bits are XORed with y bits from the leftmost b bits and the results swapped. The elastic version of a block cipher requires a greater number of expanded key bits than the original, fixed-length version. In practice, options for the key schedule include using a stream cipher to generate all expanded key bits, applying the original key schedule multiple times, or using the original key schedule for some expanded key bits and a stream cipher or other algorithm for the additional key bits. We note that the use of a stream cipher for the key schedule allows for a generic key schedule across all elastic block ciphers and increases the pseudorandomness of the expanded key bits when compared to existing key schedules, although in practice this incurs the cost of a decrease in the rate of key expansion [4] . The acceptable relationships between the expanded key bits of the elastic version and the original key bits are expressed in the security analysis below.
Security Analysis
Overview
For any concrete block cipher used in practice, as opposed to a theoretical construction of a pseudorandom permutation (PRP), the cipher cannot be proven secure in a formal sense (is not proven to be a PRP or strong PRP) but rather is proven or shown under certain assumptions to be secure against known types of attacks. Thus, we can only do the same for the elastic version of such a cipher. In order to provide a general understanding of the security of elastic block ciphers, we provide a method for reducing the security of the elastic version to that of the original version, showing that a security weakness in G ′ implies a weakness in G. Our security analysis of G ′ exploits the fact that there is an instance of G embedded in G ′ and is independent of the specific block cipher used for G.
We prove that G ′ is secure against any attack that attempts to recover the key or the expanded-key bits if G is secure against the attack, under certain assumptions on the independence of the expanded-key bits in G ′ . This is accomplished by showing how to convert such an attack on G ′ to an attack on G. We believe this result is important because it implies that G ′ does not have to be analyzed against any practical attack to which G is immune (unless a more refined analysis than the reduction is required). Our approach is novel because we show how to convert an attack on the variable-length version of a block cipher directly into an attack on the fixed-length version of the block cipher, and, in general, it points out at a direction of identifying embedded ciphers inside ciphers when the design is not purely of a black box fashion.
Security against key recovery attacks does not by itself imply security (e.g., the identity function which ignores the key is insecure while key recovery is impossible). However, all concrete attacks against real ciphers (linear, differential, higher order differential, impossible differential, related key attacks, etc.) attempt key or expanded-key recovery and thus practical block ciphers should be secure against such attacks. We note that if there is a relationship between the plaintext and ciphertext bits that does not involve the key bits, this relationship would either manifest itself in the results of statistical tests on whatever versions of the block cipher (original and/or elastic) for which the relationship holds, and/or as algebraic equations relating the plaintext and the ciphertext.
G within G ′
Before stating our theorem, we provide some preliminary analysis that assists us in conveying the linkage between the original and elastic versions of a block cipher. For simplification of terminology only, we will refer to the fixed-length block cipher G as if the round function of G is a cycle and omit using the term "cycle". For any G in which a cycle involves multiple applications of the round function, such as in a Feistel network, our analysis holds by referring to a cycle of G instead of the round function of G.
We first draw attention to the fact that the operations performed in G ′ on the leftmost b-bit positions in r consecutive rounds is an application of G. This is depicted intuitively in Figure 2 . We note that we are concerned only with r consecutive rounds of G ′ and do not include either the initial or final key-dependent permutation present in the definition of elastic block ciphers. This relationship between G ′ and G can be used to convert an attack which finds the round keys for G ′ to an attack which finds the round keys for G. Let G rk denote G using round keys rk and let G k ′ denote G ′ using key k. Let (p, c) be a b-bit (plaintext, ciphertext) pair, and let x and z each be of length y. denotes concatenation. If G k ′ (p x) = c z, a set of round keys, rk, for G such that G rk (p) = c can be formed from the round keys and the round outputs in G ′ by collapsing the end-of-round whitening and swap steps in G ′ into a whitening step. The leftmost b bits of the initial whitening in G ′ are used as the initial whitening in G and the rightmost y bits of the initial whitening in G ′ are dropped. The resulting end-of-round whitening key bits for G will vary in up to y positions across the (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs when collapsing the steps from G ′ ; however, it is possible to use these keys to solve for the round keys of G.
Fig. 2. G within G ′
The following claim shows that for any set of (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs encrypted under sets of round keys in G ′ where the rightmost y bits used for whitening in each round may vary amongst the sets and all other key bits are identical amongst the sets, there exists a corresponding set of (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs for G where the round keys used in G ′ for the round function and the leftmost b bits of each whitening step are the same as those used in G, the plaintexts used in G are the leftmost b bits of the plaintexts used in G ′ , and the ciphertexts for G are the leftmost b bits of output of the r th round of G ′ prior to the swap step.
Claim 1: Let G be a b-bit block cipher and G ′ be its elastic version. Let {(pi, ci)} denote a set of n (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs such that |pi| = |ci| = b. Let b + y be the variable block size for G ′ where 0 ≤ y ≤ b. Let w be a y-bit constant. Let vi be a y bit string that may vary per i, for i = 1 to n. Under the following assumptions regarding the key schedules:
-The rightmost y bits of each whitening step in G ′ can take on any value and are independent of any other expanded-key bits within the round and in other rounds.
-There are no message-related expanded keys. Any expanded-key bits utilized in G depend only on the key and do not vary across plaintext or ciphertext inputs.
r } denote the round keys for G ′ through the r th round for the pair (pi, ci). Set any bits in rki ′ j used internal to the round function to be the same as the corresponding bits in rk j . Set the leftmost b bits used for whitening in rki ′ j to the b bits used for whitening in rk j . Set the rightmost y bits used for whitening in rki ′ j to be the same as the y bits left out of the round function in round j of G ′ . This is illustrated in Figure 3 . Notice that the leftmost b bits used for whitening in each round are identical across the n sets of round keys formed, and any bits used internal to the round function are identical across the n sets; specifically, they correspond to rk in each case, and the rightmost y bits used in each whitening step differ based on (pi, ci) across the n sets. The case in which G does not contain whitening steps corresponds to using 0's for the leftmost b bits of each whitening step in G ′ . The operations of G ′ on the leftmost b bits of rounds 1 through round r, prior to the last swap, are identical to the operations in G k (pi) because the swap step in G ′ results in XORing y bits of a round function's output with y 0 ′ s. Thus, the leftmost b bits in the output of the r th round prior to the swap step is ci. Therefore, for i = 1 to n there exists a set of round keys, rki ′ for G ′ rki ′ such that G ′ (pi) produces ci as the leftmost b bits in the r th round prior to the swap step, thus proving the claim.
Reduction Between the Original and Elastic Versions of a Cipher
We use the fact that an instance of G is embedded in G ′ to create a reduction from G ′ to G. As a result of this reduction, an attack against G ′ that allows an attacker to determine some of the round keys implies an attack against G that is polynomially related in resources to the attack on G ′ . Assuming that G itself is resistant to such attacks, we conclude that G ′ is also resistant to such attacks. We note that if an attack finds the key as opposed to the expanded-key bits (the round keys) then the attacker can apply the key schedule to the key to obtain the round keys. Therefore, in our analysis, we view any key recovery attack as providing the round keys to the attacker. The reduction requires a set of (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs. This is not considered a limiting factor because in most types of attacks, whether they are known plaintext, chosen plaintext, adaptive chosen plaintext, chosen ciphertext etc., the attacker acquires a set of such pairs.
In our analysis, we consider G ′ without the initial and final key-dependent permutations. This allows us to focus on the core components of the elastic block cipher algorithm. If present, the initial and final permutations only serve to increase the security of G ′ since they prevent an attacker from knowing with probability one which bits are omitted from the first application of the round function when encrypting or decrypting. Furthermore, since these permutations are added steps (as opposed to modifications to components of G) using key material that is independent of the round and whitening key bits, they do not impact our analysis. Before beginning the proof, we have a few comments on the theorem and assumptions. We first note that for an attack on G ′ to be computationally feasible, it must involve < 2 b (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs because otherwise an exhaustive search on G would be possible, implying G is insecure against practical attacks. The first assumption is typical of existing block ciphers and is true of the elastic versions of block ciphers. The second assumption is true of block ciphers used in practice. The last two assumptions mean that the key schedule of G ′ is defined such that a subset of the expanded-key bits can have the same values as if they were generated by the key schedule of G. These assumptions are easily satisfied in practice by using the key schedule of G to generate a subset of the round key bits and a separate algorithm to generate the expanded-key bits required in G ′ for the additional r ′ − r rounds and any whitening present in G ′ that is not present in G. Another option is if the key schedule of G ′ generates pseudorandom expanded-key bits such that it is possible the expanded-key bits for the round function and leftmost b bits of whitening in r consecutive rounds can take on the same values generated by the key schedule of G. In practice, given an expanded-key, it is feasible to check if the expanded-key adheres to a specific block cipher's key schedule. A subset of the expanded-key bits being tested can be inserted into the key schedule to generate additional key bits which can be checked against the bits in the value being tested.
Theorem 1. Given a fixed-length block cipher, G, that works on b-bit blocks and its elastic version,
The theorem holds by default for the case when y = 0, since G ′ is just G (with the possible addition of whitening which can be set to 0's when applying the attack if G does not contain whitening). We view G as having whitening steps in the proof to Theorem 1. This is not an issue for the following reason. If the attack on G ′ involves solving for the round key bits directly and allows the bits used in the whitening steps to be set to 0 for bit positions not swapped and to 0 or 1, as necessary, for bit positions swapped, then the whitening on the leftmost b bits is equivalent to XORing with 0, which is the same as having no whitening in G. If the attack on G ′ finds all possible keys or sets of round keys, the attack must find the key(s) or set(s) of round keys corresponding to round keys that are equivalent to XORing with 0. Setting a subset of bits in each whitening step in G ′ to 0's is equivalent to using a weaker version of G ′ . Any attack that works on G ′ will work on the weaker version. This is merely the case where the attacker knows certain bits of each whitening step are 0's.
We note that Theorem 1 only states that an attack on G ′ can be converted to an attack on G and not the reverse. This is because, in general, the claim that an attack on G can be converted into an attack on G ′ does not hold. Consider the case when G contains the initial and end-of-round whitening steps. When y = 0, G ′ is G with the initial and final key-dependent permutations added and the key schedule replaced (such as by a stream cipher). If the attack on G is due to the original key schedule, the attack does not necessarily hold if the key schedule is changed to generate pseudorandom bits when creating G ′ . For any attack not due to the key schedule, in order to claim that an attack on G implies an attack on G ′ , it is necessary that the attack on G be such that the addition of the initial and final key-dependent permutations, the addition or expansion of the whitening steps and the addition of the swap steps do not result in the attack becoming inapplicable or computationally infeasible. In general, the conversion of an attack from G ′ to G works because there is a decrease in the complexity of the block cipher being attacked when going from G ′ to G; whereas, the reverse is not true because there is an increase in the complexity of the block cipher when converting G to G ′ . To prove Theorem 1, we must show for any value of y, where 0 ≤ y ≤ b, that if an attack exists on G ′ it can be converted into an attack on G using polynomial time and memory. We define the steps for converting a round-key recovery attack on G ′ to an attack on G. We describe two ways of performing the conversion. The first method works for any value of y, where 0 ≤ y ≤ b. The second method is is applicable for values of y satisfying r(y − 2) < b, where r is the number of rounds in the original cipher. We include the second method because it requires fewer computations than the first method and thus is useful for small values of y. The methods treat whitening key bits as if they are pseudorandom in that the whitening key bits can take on any value. In G, if there is a relationship amongst the whitening key bits and/or between whitening key bits and key material used within the round function due to the key schedule of G, such keys will be a subset of all the possible sets of round keys found using the attack on G ′ . Then the set of round keys that satisfies the key schedule of G can be determined by checking which of the potential keys corresponds to the key schedule. If the number of potential sets of round keys found by the attack on G ′ is large enough such that it is computationally infeasible to determine which ones adhere to the key schedule of G, then the attack on G ′ is not computationally feasible. This is because the number of potential sets of round keys it finds for a set of (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs will also be large enough such that it is computationally infeasible for an attacker to determine which set to use to decrypt additional ciphertexts.
When we refer to converting the round keys of G ′ into round keys for G, we mean the following: In round j of G ′ , let b jl denote the l th bit of the b bits output from the round function prior to the end-of-round whitening. Let kw jl denote the end-of-round whitening key bit applied to b jl . If b jl is involved in the swap step at the end of round j, let y jh denote the bit from the rightmost y bits with which b jl is swapped and let kw jh denote the whitening key bit applied to y jh . Set the l th whitening bit in round j of G to kw jl ⊕ kw jh ⊕ y jh when j ≥ 2. When j = 1, the l th whitening bit is set to kw 1l ⊕ kw 1h ⊕ y 1h ⊕ kw 0h in order to include the initial whitening on the rightmost y bits in the conversion. Set all other key bits used in G (both whitening and any internal to the round function) to be identical to the key bits used in G ′ . We refer to the initial whitening as round 0. The initial whitening for G ′ is converted to initial whitening for G by using the leftmost b expanded-key bits of the initial whitening as the initial whitening in G.
Proof of Theorem I: First Method
We describe here a method for converting the attack on G ′ to an attack on G. Without loss of generality, we use the first r rounds of G ′ as the r consecutive rounds for which the round keys are found. The conversion is presented in terms of solving for the round keys from the initial whitening to round r, but may also be performed by working from round r back to the initial whitening or by using any consecutive r rounds with whitening applied before the first round as long as the plaintext for G is the leftmost b bits of input to the r rounds and the corresponding ciphertext from G is the leftmost b bits of the output of the r rounds.
This attack runs in quadratic time in the number of rounds of G. The attack, A ′ G ′ , on G ′ is used to solve for round keys 0 and 1 for G, then repeatedly solves for one round key of G at a time, using the output of one round of G as partial input to a reduced round version of G ′ , running the attack on G ′ and converting the 1 st round key of G ′ to the round key for the next round of G. By the second condition in Theorem 1, if an attack on G ′ with r ′ rounds exists, then a reduced round attack on G ′ exists for any number of rounds < r ′ . Let P be a set of plaintexts and C be a set of ciphertexts. We use the notation {(P, C)} to indicate a set of (plaintext,ciphertext) pairs of the form (pi, ci) with pi ∈ P and ci ∈ C. Given a set {(P * , C * )} = {(pi * , ci * )} of n (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs for G, create a set {(P, C)} = {(pi * 0, ci * vi r )} of n (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs for an r-round version of G ′ . Note: we only require that the y bits appended to each pi * when forming {(P, C)} be a constant; we choose to use 0. The vi r values appended to the ci * values are arbitrary and do not need to be identical. The r subscript in vi r denotes the number of rounds. Our method runs reduced round attacks on G ′ and the vi r 's can vary each time. Solve G ′ for round keys 0 and 1. By the pseudorandomness of the round keys, sets of round keys exist that correspond to {(P, C)} and which are identical in at least the initial whitening and first round (the round keys across all n pairs may be identical in additional rounds, but we are only concerned with the initial whitening and first round at this point in the process). Denote these as rk 1 is converted to a round key for G, the result will be the same across all n elements of {(P * , C * )}. Use the converted round key as round key 1, rk 1 , for G. For each pi * , apply the initial whitening and first round of G using the two converted round keys. Let pi 1 denote the output of the first round of G for i = 1 to n. Using a reduced round version of G ′ with r − 1 rounds and the initial whitening removed, set {(P, C)} = {(pi 1 0, ci * vi r−1 )} and solve for the first round key of G ′ . As before, convert the resulting round key for the first round of G ′ to a round key for G, but this time use the converted key as the second round key for G. Repeat the process for the remaining rounds of G, each time using the outputs of the last round of G for which the round key has been determined as the inputs to G ′ and reducing the number of rounds in G ′ by 1, to sequentially find the round keys for G. This attack involves applying each round of G to n inputs for a total of rn rounds of G. In summary, the attack on G can be written as: Input {(P * , C * )} = {(pi * , ci * ) for i = 1 to n}. Create {(P, C)} = {(pi * 0, ci * Set pi 1 = first round output of G using rk 0 and rk 1 , for i = 1 to n. For j = 1 to r − 1 { {(P, C)} = {(pi j 0, ci * vi r−j ) for i = 1 to n}. Solve a r − j reduced round version of G ′ for the first round key, rk ′ 1 . Convert rk ′ 1 to form rk j+1 . pi j+1 = output of round j + 1 of G on pi j using rk j+1 , for i = 1 to n. } S rndq as the maximum-sized set ofê k i values from S rndq−1 that have identical bits for round q, where S rnd0 = {ê k i , for i = 1 to n}. Let {(P, U ) rndq } be the corresponding elements of {(P, U )}. When forming {(P, U ) rndq }, at least (2 −y ) * |{(P, U ) rndq−1 }| of the elements from {(P, U ) rndq−1 } are included. There is no swap step after the r th round so |S rndr | = |S rndr−1 |. Across r rounds, the number of (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs are reduced at most r − 1 times.
To illustrate how the sets S rndq and {(P, U ) rndq } are created, consider the example shown in Figure 4 where b = 4, y = 2, and the leftmost 2 bits are swapped with the y bits in the swap step. The round number is q and {(P, U ) rndq−1 } contains three (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs. Suppose the outputs of the round function in the q th of G ′ are 100101, 110011 and 111111 and the whitening bits in the q th round are 011010. The whitening bits of the converted round keys corresponding to the three cases are 0110, 1110 and 1110. Since 1110 occurs in the majority of the cases, set the q th round key of G to 1110. S rndq contains the elements of S rndq−1 that produced 1110 as the q th round key, and {(P, U ) rndq } contains the second and third (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs from {(P, U ) rndq−1 }. Let rk be the contents of S rndr . rk is the expanded key bits for G. Let {(P, C) G } = {(pi, ci)|(pi yi, ui vi) ∈ {(P, U ) rndr }}. |{(P, C) G }| ≥ n/2 y(r−1) . {(P, C) G } is a set of (plaintext, ciphertext) pairs for which G rk (pi) = ci ∀ (pi, ci) ∈ {(P, C) G }.
in a black box fashion. We are not aware of the use of such techniques in the case of concrete block cipher designs.
